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Year:  2 Subject:  Science  Unit of Study:  Healthy Me Linked Literature:  Elizabeth Garrett 

Vocabulary 

calm Feeling relaxed and not worried 

calves  
Muscles in the backs of our legs below our 

knees 

cough  
Something that helps your body clear your 

throat and lungs 

exercise 
Moving parts of the body to become stronger 

and healthier 

feed Give food to 

fitness  Being fit and healthy 

germs  
Tiny living things we cannot see with our eyes 

that can live on our bodies and cause disease 

healthy Feeling well and happy 

hygiene 
The things we do to keep our body clean and 

help stop the spread of germs 

muscle  
Tissue in the bodies of animals and humans 

that moves parts of the body 

Stomach 
A stretchy sack in your body that stores food, 

and breaks food down into a liquidy mixture 

thighs 
The part of your leg between the hip and the 

knee 

I need to know (continued): 

 

Children will also learn about the importance of  

exercise, hygiene, and eating the right amounts of  

different types of food to stay healthy.   They will also 

learn that  exercise keeps our hearts healthy,  

strengthens our muscles in different parts of the body, 

helps to keep us flexible and makes us feel good. 

Children will learn about different food groups and 

begin to identify and classify food into groups  

including those that are healthy foods.  They will  

explore the amount of sugar in different snacks and 

learn about which snacks are healthier choices. 

Children will learn why they need to wash their hands 

to stop germs spreading.  They will explore  how germs 

spread and what they can do to prevent germs being 

spread. 

Children will also identify and compare the suitability of 

a variety of everyday materials, including wood, metal, 

plastic, glass, brick, rock, paper and cardboard for  

particular uses. 

Children will learn about Elizabeth Garrett, why she is      

important, the challenges that she faced and how she    

overcame them.   

I need to do: 

Observe closely.   

Perform simple tests.  

Identify and classify.   

Use observations and ideas to 

suggest answers to questions.   

Prior knowledge: 
It is assumed that most children know, 

from their EYFS Stage experience, 

words for food, fruit and vegetables, 

although they might not know how to 

write and spell them.  

They should also understand that 

exercise means moving parts of the 

body to become stronger and  

healthier,  healthy means feeling well 

and happy, hygiene is the things we 

do to keep our body clean and help 

stop the spread of germs and germs 

are tiny living things we cannot see 

with our eyes. They can live on our 

bodies, and can cause disease . 

What do humans need to      

survive? 

How does exercise help humans 

to stay healthy? 

Which snacks are healthier and 

why? 
What are the different food groups? 

Which materials would be     

suitable for a bike helmet? 

What are germs and how do they 

spread? 

I need to know: 
 

Children will learn about the basic 

needs of animals, including humans, 

for survival (water, food, air, and 

shelter).  They will also explore the 

importance of mental health and 

what they can do to make them feel 

happy and who they can go to or 

what they can do if they are feeling 

sad.   


